"Tutu the Fish"
Tutu the fish likes to twirl and dance in the water. She loves to eat seaweed. Her energy comes from this plant.
Seaweed is green and yummy.
It taste very salty. Tuty dances to many reefs that have seaweed.
Then one day a ship went on the reef. There was black liquid coming from the ship around the reef.
The seaweed was dying from the black liquid that filled the reef. Tutu couldn't eat from the reef. She was sad.
She didn't dance. Tutu had to swim away fast from the reef so the black sticky liquid didn't get on her skin.
Tutu swam to another island where she found a new beautiful reef with lots of seaweed.
Tutu ate so much. She started to twirl and dance again. She was truly happy.
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